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1. General Principles 
Generally 
Rationale of entrustment provision 
When entrustment provision applicable 
When entrustment provision not applicable 
Power of entrustee and title distinguished 
Merchant status of entrustee 
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-Violation of conditions or instructions 
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Persons protected 
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-Loss of breach of warranty claim 
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price 
3. Effect of Rightful Revocation of Acceptance as to 
Seller 
§ 2-608:94 Generally 
§ 2-608:95 Seller's right to restoration of status quo ante 
F. Effect of Wrongful Revocation of Acceptance 
1. In General 
§ 2-608:96 Generally 
§ 2-608:97 Seller's use of goods 
§ 2-608:98 Loss on seller's resale of goods 
2. Seller's Damages for Wrongful Revocation of 
Acceptance 
§ 2-608:99 Generally 
§ 2-608:100 Wrongful revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:101 Negligent damage caused by buyer 
§ 2-608:102 Compensation for use after revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608: 103 Repair expenses to cure nonconformity 
G. Cure of Nonconformity After Revocation of 
Acceptance 
1. In General 
§ 2-608:104 Generally 
§ 2-608:105 Cure of nonconformity by agreement 
2. Right to Cure After Revocation of Acceptance 
Recognized 
§ 2-608:106 Generally 
§ 2-608:107 Relation to duty to make repairs 
§ 2-608:108 Buyer's right to require cure of nonconformity 
§ 2-608: 109 Right to cure nonconformity subject to reasonable time 
limitation 
§ 2-608: 110 Contract limitation on repair time 
§ 2-608:111 Duration of express warranty irrelevant 
§ 2-608:112 Repeated repair attempts not a bar to revocation of 
acceptance 
§ 2-608:113 Opportunity to cure as a condition precedent to 
revocation of acceptance 
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§ 2-608:114 Consumer protection 
§ 2-608:115 Nature of defect 
3. Right to Cure After Revocation of Acceptance Denied 
§ 2-608: 116 Generally 
§ 2-608:117 Significance of curability of nonconformity 
§ 2-608:118 -Particular applications 
4. Mitigation of Damages 
§ 2-608:119 Generally 
§ 2-608: 120 Mitigation of damages held to require allowance of 
cure after revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:121 Mitigation of damages concept held not to require 
allowance of cure after revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:122 General duty to mitigate damages independent of 
question of cure of nonconformity 
5. Practical Considerations 
§ 2-608:123 Generally 
§ 2-608: 124 Sufficiency of cure 
H. Substantial Impairment of Value of Contract 
1. In General 
§ 2-608: 125 Generally 
§ 2-608:126 Necessity that impairment be substantial 
§ 2-608: 127 Minor defects insufficient 
§ 2-608: 128 Rationale 
§ 2-608:129 Relation to non-Code remedies 
§ 2-608: 130 "Substantial impairment" not defined 
§ 2-608:131 Determination of existence of substantial impairment 
§ 2-608:132 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608: 133 Totality of circumstances 
§ 2-608: 134 Cost of repairs 
§ 2-608: 135 Comparison shopping 
§ 2-608:136 Breach of warranty not essential 
§ 2-608:137 Use of goods by buyer 
§ 2-608: 138 Substantial impairment determined as of time of 
revocation of acceptance 
2. Standards for Determining Substantial Impairment 
§ 2-608:139 Subjective and objective standards 
§ 2-608:140 Composite subjective-objective standard 
3. Particular Applications of Standards for Determining 
Substantial Impairment 
§ 2-608:141 Subjective standard 
§ 2-608:142 Shaken faith doctrine 
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'2c608:143 Objective standard 
·· 2-608:144 Subjective-objective standard 
2-608:145 -Particular applications 
I. Particular Substantial Impairment Problems 
1. In General 
§' 2-608:146 Generally 
· . Circumstances Constituting Substantial Impairment 
§ 2,608: 14 7 Generally 
§ 2-608: 148 Certificate of title defect 
§ 2-608:149 Aggregate of defects 
§ 2-608:150 Confidence of buyer 
§ 2-608:151 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608: 152 Costs 
§ 2-608: 153 Testing 
§ 2-608: 154 Cover impractical 
§ 2-608: 155 Defective part 
§ 2-608:156 Incurable defects 
§ 2-608:157 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608: 158 Malfunction 
§ 2-608: 159 Computers 
§ 2-608:160 Misrepresentation 
§ 2-608:161 Goods misrepresented as new 
§ 2-608: 162 Missing goods 
§ 2-608:163 Operating deficiency 
§ 2-608:164 Partial performance 
§ 2-608:165 Repairs: costs 
§ 2-608: 166 Governmental requirements 
§ 2-608:167 Seller's failure to make repairs 
§ 2-608:168 Time consumed by repairs 
§ 2-608:169 Resale loss 
§ 2-608: 170 Temperature problems 
§ 2-608:171 Title defect 
3. What Does Not Constitute Substantial Impairment 
§ 2-608: 172 Generally 
§ 2-608: 173 Financial ability of buyer 
§ 2-608:174 Refusal to allow cure 
§ 2-608:175 Causal relationship not established 
§ 2-608:176 Minor corrected defects 
§ · 2-608: 177 Misrepresentation: model year and identification 
number 
§ 2-608:178 Operating inefficiency 
§ 2-608: 179 Repairs: effective 
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§ 2-608:180 Explainable delay 
§ 2-608:181 Trade practice illegality 
J. Mechanics of Revocation of Acceptance 
1. In General 
§ 2-608: 182 Generally 
§ 2-608:183 Unilateral character of revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:184 Necessity of notice of revocation 
§ 2-608:185 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608: 186 Updating of notice of revocation of acceptance not 
required 
§ 2-608:187 Liberal construction of notice of revocation of 
acceptance 
2. Form of Notice of Revocation of Acceptance 
§ 2-608: 188 Generally 
§ 2-608:189 Written notice not required 
3. Content of Notice of Revocation of Acceptance 
§ 2-608: 190 Generally 
§ 2-608:191 Relation to good faith 
§ 2-608:192 Sufficiency 
§ 2-608: 193 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608: 194 Complaints 
§ 2-608: 195 Litigation 
§ 2-608:196 Refund demand 
§ 2-608: 197 Replacement demand 
4. Communication of Notice of Revocation of Acceptance 
§ 2-608:198 Generally 
§ 2-608:199 Person notified of revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:200 Notice to third person not effective 
§ 2-608:201 Nonreceipt of notice of revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:202 Buyer's knowledge of nonreceipt of notice by seller 
5. Return of Goods not Required 
§ 2-608:203 Generally 
§ 2-608:204 Rescission distinguished 
§ 2-608:205 Title certificate irrelevant 
xxx 
§ 2-608:206 Worthless and counterfeit goods 
§ 2-608:207 Seller's obligation to retake goods after revocation of 
acceptance 
§ 2-608:208 Buyer's retention of possession of goods after 
revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:209 Buyer's retention of possession of goods after 
revocation of acceptance: reasonableness 
§ 2-608:210 Buyer's retention of possession of goods after 
revocation of acceptance: as security 
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§ 2-608:243 Repair: effort to obtain 
§ 2-608:244 Repair: attempts 
§ 2-608:245 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:246 Reasonable use after revocation 
§ 2-608:247 Seller's possession of goods 
§ 2-608:248 Prohibitive testing costs 
§ 2-608:249 Complaints of subpurchasers 
3. Revocation of Acceptance Barred by Delay 
§ 2-608:250 Generally 
§ 2-608:251 Delay beyond marketing season 
§ 2-608:252 Delay after long use 
§ 2-608:253 Delay until legal action by seller 
§ 2-608:254 Delay and waiver 
§ 2-608:255 Combined discovery and notification delays 
§ 2-608:256 Notice after voluntary destruction of goods 
N. Loss of Right To Revoke Acceptance 
1. In General 
§ 2-608:257 Generally 
§ 2-608:258 Cure of nonconformity 
§ 2-608:259 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:260 Buyer's exercise of dominion over goods 
§ 2-608:261 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:262 Preservation of goods distinguished 
§ 2-608:263 Storage of goods 
§ 2-608:264 Exception of buyer's security interest 
2. Loss by Use 
§ 2-608:265 Revocation of acceptance barred by use 
§ 2-608:266 What is not a "use" of goods 
§ 2-608:267 Evidentiary significance of use of goods 
§ 2-608:268 Use of goods after revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:269 Use as reacceptance of goods-Particular applications 
§ 2-608:270 Use consistent with revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-608:271 Use of goods because of seller's conduct 
§ 2-608:272 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:273 Reasonableness of use 
§ 2-608:27 4 Reasonableness of use: use found reasonable 
§ 2-608:275 Reasonableness of use: use found unreasonable 
§ 2-608:276 Question of fact whether use reasonable 
§ 2-608:277 Nature and extent of use 
§ 2-608:278 Use not prejudicial to seller 
§ 2-608:279 Buyer's use combined with refusal to allow curative 
repairs 
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§ 2-608:280 Motor vehicles 
§ 2-608:281 Use resulting in reacceptance of the goods 
§ 2-608:282 Use not resulting in reacceptance of the goods 
§ 2-608:283 Mobile homes 
§ 2-608:284 Use combined with concealment 
§ 2-608:285 Use combined with making of installment payments 
§ 2-608:286 Compensation allowed seller for postrevocation use 
§ 2-608:287 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:288 Use in mitigation of damages 
§ 2-608:289 Use following seller's failure to give instructions 
§ 2-608:290 Use consistent with protection of buyer's security 
interest in goods 
§ 2-608:291 Alteration of goods 
§ 2-608:292 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:293 Liens of third persons 
§ 2-608:294 Consent of seller to alteration 
§ 2-608:295 Beneficial alteration 
§ 2-608:296 Alteration by fault of buyer 
§ 2-608:297 Use necessary to discover nonconformity 
§ 2-608:298 -Particular applications 
§ 2-608:299 Substantiality of alteration 
§ 2-608:300 Attempts by buyer to repair 
§ 2-608:301 Payment to seller: without knowledge of nonconformity 
§ 2-608:302 Payment to seller: knowledge of nonconformity 
§ 2-608:303 Payment to holder of buyer's commercial paper 
distinguished 
§ 2-608:304 Assurances of seller 
§ 2-608:305 -Particular applications 
U.C.C. § 2-609 Right to Adequate Assurance of Performance 
A. General Principles 
§ 2-609:1 Official Code Comment 
§ 2-609:2 Local Statutory Citations and Variations 
§ 2-609:3 Scope and suggestions 
§ 2-609:4 Practical considerations 
§ 2-609:5 Necessity of demand 
§ 2-609:6 Who may demand assurance of performance 
§ 2-609:7 Third persons not within the scope of UCC § 2-609 
§ 2-609:8 Assignee of seller 
§ 2-609:9 Express repudiation of contract 
B. Practice and Procedure 
§ 2-609:10 Generally 
§ 2-609:11 Pleading 
§ 2-609: 12 Burden of proof 
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§ 2-609:13 Burden of proof: nondelivery authorized by UCC § 2-609 
§ 2-609:14 Waiver and estoppel 
§ 2-609: 15 Questions oflaw or fact 
§ 2-609:16 Questions of fact 
§ 2-609:17 Questions oflaw 
C. Demand for Assurance of Performance 
1. In General 
§ 2-609: 18 Generally 
§ 2-609: 19 Applicability of UCC § 2-609 
§ 2-609:20 Declaratory judgment 
§ 2-609:21 Service contracts 
§ 2-609:22 Nonsales transactions 
§ 2-609:23 Collateral obligation 
§ 2-609:24 Optional character of demand for adequate assurance 
§ 2-609:25 Possible prejudice through failure to make demand for 
adequate assurance of performance 
§ 2-609:26 Strict construction of UCC § 2-609 
§ 2-609:27 Limited scope 
§ 2-609:28 Necessity of insecurity 
§ 2-609:29 Proof of failure to respond by recipient of demand 
2. Form of Demand 
§ 2-609:30 Written demand required 
§ 2-609:31 Oral demand: not recognized 
§ 2-609:32 Oral demand: recognized 
3. Content of Demand for Assurance 
§ 2-609:33 Generally 
§ 2-609:34 What is not demand for assurance 
§ 2-609:35 -Particular applications 
§ 2-609:36 Status of recipient of writing that is not a demand for 
assurance 
D. Insecurity of Party 
1. In General 
§ 2-609:37 Generally 
§ 2-609:38 Insecurity of party: basis 
§ 2-609:39 Between merchants 
§ 2-609:40 Mistaken belief in insecurity 
§ 2-609:41 Liability for acting on basis of mistaken belief in 
insecurity 
2. What Constitutes Ground for Insecurity 
§ 2-609:42 Fear of nonperformance 
§ 2-609:43 -Particular applications 
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2'609:44 Assignment 
'2'609:45 Bankruptcy 
; 2-609:46 Breach of contract 
>2"609:4 7 Deceptive practices 
2-609:48 Dishonor of letter of credit 
2-.609:49 Financial difficulties 
§. 2-609:50 Modification pressure 
Termination of business 
/;J. What Does Not Constitute Ground for Insecurity 
'§>2-609:52 Assignment contemplated by parties 
§;•2-609:53 Source of supply 
§:2•609:54 Delivery delay 
§'' 2-609:55 Fault of the insecure party 
§ 2-609:56 Financial capacity 
<j§ 2-609:57 Modification pressure 
· · § 2-609:58 Price adjustment for defects 
§ · 2-609:59 Remedied defects 
§ 2-609:60 Setoff of damage claim 
E. Adequate Assurance of Performance 
§ 2-609:61 Form 
. • § 2-609:62 Sufficiency 
§ 2-609:63 Determination of sufficiency 
§ 2-609:64 Objective standard 
§ 2-609:65 Between merchants 
§ 2-609:66 Specification of form of assurance by insecure party 
· § 2-609:67 Waiver of further assurance 
§ 2-609:68 What is sufficient response to demand for adequate 
assurance of performance 
§ 2-609:69 What is not sufficient response to demand for adequate 
assurance of performance 
F. Conduct of Parties Following Demand for Adequate 
Assurance of Performance 
Conduct of insecure party awaiting assurance of 
performance 
-Particular applications 
Improper demand for adequate assurance of 
performance 
Repudiation of contract by failure to provide adequate 
assurance of performance 
-Particular applications 
Conduct of aggrieved party on failure to provide 
adequate assurance 
Cancellation of contract 
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§ 2-609:77 Proof of default of by adverse party 
§ 2-609:78 Modification of contract distinguished 
U.C.C. § 2-610 Anticipatory Repudiation 
A. General Principles 
§ 2-610:1 Official Code Comment 
§ 2-610:2 Local Statutory Citations and Variations 
§ 2-610:3 Scope and suggestions 
§ 2-610:4 Statute of limitations 
§ 2-610:5 Applicability 
§ 2-610:6 "Substantial impairment" not defined 
§ 2-610:7 Nonsales transactions 
§ 2-610:8 What constitutes substantial impairment 
§ 2-610:9 Questions of law or fact 
B. The Anticipatory Repudiation 
1. In General 
§ 2-610:10 Generally 
§ 2-610:11 What constitutes anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-610:12 -Particular applications 
§ 2-610:13 Conduct 
§ 2-610:14 Form and content 
§ 2-610:15 Burden of proof 
§ 2-610:16 Label not controlling 
§ 2-610:17 Refusal to perform on required date distinguished 
§ 2-610:18 Plaintiffs inability or unwillingness to perform 
§ 2-610:19 Suit before performance date 
§ 2-610:20 Satisfaction of condition precedent 
§ 2-610:21 Termination of contract distinguished 
§ 2-610:22 Distinction as to consequences 
2. What Does Not Constitute Anticipatory Repudiation 
§ 2-610:23 Generally 
§ 2-610:24 Particular applications 
§ 2-610:25 Breach on performance date 
§ 2-610:26 Construction of contract 
§ 2-610:27 Countermand of performance 
§ 2-610:28 Financial difficulties 
§ 2-610:29 Ignored cancellation 
§ 2-610:30 Request to agree to a modification of contract 
§ 2-610:31 Nondisclosure 
§ 2-610:32 Nonpayment 
§ 2-610:33 Performance completed 
§ 2-610:34 Requests 
§ 2-610:35 Request for modification 
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§ 2-610:36 Temporary suspension 
§ 2-610:37 Third-party waivers 
C. Particular Anticipatory Repudiations 
§ 2-610:38 Generally 
§ 2-610:39 Admission of inability to perform 
§ 2-610:40 Bulk trausfer 
§ 2-610:41 Closing of business 
§ 2-610:42 Demand of assurance improperly made 
§ 2-610:43 Demand of assurance not satisfied 
§ 2-610:44 Excessive demand 
§ 2-610:45 Death of party to contract 
§ 2-610:46 Payment demand improper 
§ 2-610:47 Payment refusal 
§ 2-610:48 Premature resale 
§ 2-610:49 Refund demaud 
§ 2-610:50 Repudiation following delegation by other party 
§ 2-610:51 Requirement of unjustified tests 
§ 2-610:52 Refusal to perform contract 
§ 2-610:53 Unilateral modification of contract: delivery terms 
§ 2-610:54 Payment terms 
D. Consequences of Anticipatory Repudiation 
§ 2-610:55 Generally 
§ 2-610:56 Practical considerations 
§ 2-610:57 Anticipatory repudiation as breach of contract 
§ 2-610:58 Effect of auticipatory repudiation on trausfer of title 
§ 2-610:59 Effect of anticipatory repudiation on repudiating party 
§ 2-610:60 Ignoring anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-610:61 Rights of aggrieved party 
§ 2-610:62 Protection of both buyer aud seller 
E. Action by Aggrieved Party upon Anticipatory 
Repudiation 
§ 2-610:63 Generally 
§ 2-610:64 Request retraction of repudiation 
§ 2-610:65 Wait for a commercially reasonable period 
§ 2-610:66 Suspend performance 
§ 2-610:67 -Particular applications 
§ 2-610:68 Identify goods to contract 
§ 2-610:69 Resort to remedies 
§ 2-610:70 Cancellation of contract 
§ 2-610:71 -Particular applications 
§ 2-610:72 Resale of goods 
§ 2-610:73 Cover 
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§ 2-610:74 Suit for damages 
§ 2-610:75 Acceptance of breach by anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-610:76 Acceptance not required 
§ 2-610:77 Reconciliation of views as to acceptance of breach 
§ 2-610:78 Measure of damages 
§ 2-610:79 -Particular applications 
§ 2-610:80 Mitigation of damages 
§ 2-610:81 Effect of ability to cover on damages recoverable 
§ 2-610:82 Manufacture of unfinished goods 
§ 2-610:83 Repudiation before manufacture begun by seller 
U.C.C. § 2-611 Retraction of Anticipatory Repudiation 
§ 2-611:1 Official Code Comment 
§ 2-611:2 Local Statutory Citations and Variations 
§ 2-611:3 Scope and suggestions 
§ 2-611:4 Practical considerations 
§ 2-611:5 Time for retraction of anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-611:6 -Particular applications 
§ 2-611:7 What constitutes retraction of anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-611:8 -Particular applications 
§ 2-611:9 Requirement of assurance of performance 
§ 2-611:10 Waiver of anticipatory repudiation compared 
§ 2-611:11 Negotiations distinguished from retraction of 
anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-611:12 Effect of retraction of anticipatory repudiation 
§ 2-611:13 Extension of time 
§ 2-611:14 Modification of contract after retraction of anticipatory 
repudiation 
§ 2-611:15 Conduct 















A. General Principles 
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Scope and suggestions 
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Delivery on schedule 
Partial delivery distinguished 
Construction of contract as permitting installment 
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§ 2-612:14 Rejection of installment 
§ 2-612:15 Basis for rejection 
§ 2-612:16 Perfect tender not required as to installment 
B. Substantial Impairment of Contract 
§ 2-612: 17 Generally 
§ 2-612:18 Nonconformity or breach affecting whole contract 
§ 2-612:19 -Particular applications 
§ 2-612:20 Practical considerations 
§ 2-612:21 Waiver or cure of nonconformity or breach 
§ 2-612:22 Wbat constitutes substantial impairment of contract not 
defined: what constitutes substantial impairment 
§ 2-612:23 Comparison of revocation of acceptance 
§ 2-612:24 Significance of time 
§ 2-612:25 Significance of ability to cure 
§ 2-612:26 Substantial impairment of entire contract-Particular 
applications 
§ 2-612:27 Wbat is not a substantial impairment of entire contract: 
single nonconformity 
§ 2-612:28 Industry practices 
§ 2-612:29 Cure of nonconformity 
§ 2-612:30 Minor defects 
§ 2-612:31 Delivery delay 
§ 2-612:32 Default of seller 
§ 2-612:33 Delivery time 
§ 2-612:34 Description of goods 
§ 2-612:35 Improper payment demand 
§ 2-612:36 Default of buyer 
§ 2-612:37 Buyer's unjustified refusal to pay 
§ 2-612:38 Inapplicability of UCC § 2-511 
C. Waiver and Estoppel 
1. In General 
Generally 
Waiver of single delivery requirement 
Waiver by acceptance of defective installment 
2. Effect of Waiver as to Postwaiver Installments 
2-612:42 Generally 
2-612:43 Acceptance of prior defective installment held not a 
waiver as to subsequent installments 
-Particular applications 
Delay in delivery 
Acceptance of late payment 
Payment after declaration of breach 
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§ 2-612:48 Payment by postdated check distinguished 
§ 2-612:49 Contract provision 
§ 2-612:50 Waiver by different objection 
§ 2-612:51 Reinstatement of contract by conduct 
§ 2-612:52 What does not reinstate contract 
D. Practice and Procedure 
§ 2-612:53 Generally 
§ 2-612:54 Buyer's action for damages 
§ 2-612:55 Sufficiency of evidence 
§ 2-612:56 Questions oflaw or fact 
§ 2-612:57 Late delivery 
§ 2-612:58 Extent of impairment 
§ 2-612:59 Rejection of installment as breach of entire contract 
U.C.C. § 2-613 Casualty to Identified Goods 
§ 2-613:1 Official Code Comment 
§ 2-613:2 Local Statutory Citations and Variations 
§ 2-613:3 Scope and suggestions 
§ 2-613:4 Practical considerations 
§ 2-613:5 Applicability 
§ 2-613:6 Identification of goods required 
§ 2-613:7 -Particular applications 
§ 2-613:8 Described goods distinguished 
§ 2-613:9 Absence of fault 
§ 2-613:10 Risk ofloss not transferred 
§ 2-613:11 Total loss 
§ 2-613:12 -Particular applications 
§ 2-613:13 Partial loss 
§ 2-613:14 Optional character of buyer's remedies 
§ 2-613:15 Finality of buyer's choice 
§ 2-613:16 Choice limited to buyer 
§ 2-613:17 Effect of "no arrival, no sale" term 
§ 2-613:18 Burden of proof 
U.C.C. § 2-614 Substituted Performance 
§ 2-614:1 Official Code Comment 
xi 
§ 2-614:2 Local Statutory Citations and Variations 
§ 2-614:3 Scope and suggestions 
§ 2-614:4 When performance details essential 
§ 2-614:5 Contract provision as to performance 
§ 2-614:6 Limitations on contract provisions 
§ 2-614:7 Seller's performance 
§ 2-614:8 Governmental regulations affecting payment 
§ 2-614:9 Delivered goods 
§ 2-614:10 Undelivered goods 











What constitutes unavailability 
Necessity of substitute offer 
§ 2-614:13 Burden of proof 





















A. General Principles 
Official Code Comment 
Local Statutory Citations and Variations 
Scope and suggestions 
Contractual provisions 
Practical applications 
Construction of UCC § 2-615 
Applicability 
Buyers 
When UCC § 2-615 not applicable: disappointed 
expectations 
Effect of contract provision covering risk 
Contract allocation of risk 
-Particular applications 
Particular liability-limiting clauses 
Construction of liability-limiting clauses 
Franchises 
Non-Code transactions 
Notice claiming excuse under UCC § 2-615 
Form of notice 
Content of notice 
Waiver and estoppel 
B. Practice and Procedure 
§ 2-615:21 Generally 
§ 2-615:22 Paro! evidence 
§ 2-615:23 Burden of proof 
§ 2-615:24 Preventive measures of seller 
§ 2-615:25 Questions oflaw or fact 
§ 2-615:26 Questions of fact 
§ 2-615:27 Basic assumptions 
§ 2-615:28 Commercial impossibility 
§ 2-615:29 Force majeure 
§ 2-615:30 Notice 
§ 2-615:31 Questions oflaw 
C. Excuse for Nonperformance 
§ 2-615:32 Generally 
§ 2-615:33 Delay-related breach 
§ 2-615:34 Commercial impracticability 
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§ 2-615:35 -Particular applications 
§ 2-615:36 Effect of good faith obligation 
§ 2-615:37 Nature of contingency 
§ 2-615:38 -Particular applications 
§ 2-615:39 Unforeseen contingency 
§ 2-615:40 Effect of foreseeability 
§ 2-615:41 -Particular applications 
§ 2-615:42 Approval of third person 
§ 2-615:43 Impossibility distinguished 
§ 2-615:44 Governmental regulation 
§ 2-615:45 -Particular applications 
§ 2-615:46 What constitutes excuse: costs 
§ 2-615:47 What constitutes excuse: fire 
§ 2-615:48 What constitutes excuse: labor dispute 
§ 2-615:49 What constitutes excuse: specified supplier or source of 
supply failure 
§ 2-615:50 What constitutes excuse: third-person action 
§ 2-615:51 What constitutes excuse: weather 
§ 2-615:52 What constitutes excuse: international politics 
§ 2-615:53 What does not excuse performance 
§ 2-615:54 What does not excuse performance: assumed risk 
§ 2-615:55 What does not excuse performance: costs 
§ 2-615:56 -Particular applications 
§ 2-615:57 What does not excuse performance: coverable goods 
§ 2-615:58 What does not excuse performance: currency fluctuation 
§ 2-615:59 What does not excuse performance: international 
xiii 
politics 
§ 2-615:60 What does not excuse performance: incorrect 
interpretation of contract 
§ 2-615:61 What does not excuse performance: license loss 
§ 2-615:62 What does not excuse performance: market collapse 
§ 2-615:63 What does not excuse performance: price fluctuations 
§ 2-615:64 What does not excuse performance: problems 
anticipated 
§ 2-615:65 What does not excuse performance: production problems 
§ 2-615:66 What does not excuse performance: supply difficulty 
§ 2-615:67 What does not excuse performance: supplier not 
identified 
§ 2-615:68 What does not excuse performance: weather conditions 
of foreseeable nature 
§ 2-615:69 What does not excuse performance: willful breach of 
contract 
D. Capacity of Seller to Perform 
§ 2-615:70 Generally 
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'])5:71 Total incapacity of seller to perform 
15:72 Partial incapacity of seller to perform 
15:73 Manner of making allocation 
15:74 -Particular applications 
15:75 Liability for improper allocation 
615:76 When question of allocation is irrelevant 
15:77 Price not affected by allocation 
15:78 Allocations held proper 
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§ 2-712:13 Questions of fact 
§ 2-712:14 Questions of fact: time and effort to cover 
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